
Our company is hiring for a CTC manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for CTC manager

Team may include, but not be limited to, experts in design, architecture,
engineering, zoning, planning, construction, IT, Alarm/CCTV systems, FF&E,
purchasing, Operations, and Program licensing
Lead seasonal cross category range reviews, including competitive market
analysis, and performance at sell in and sell through
Collaborate with Global CtC and provide US market range architecture inputs
back to global teams to influence long term range planning and creation
Collaborate with CtC Assortment and Ranging Manager (Merchandising) on
space planning for top accounts as key input to validation of optimal range
size per category
Understand range needs from all key accounts within relevant channels of
distribution in wholesale and DTC, and their impact on total range size
Collaborate with Demand Planning team and other key business partners on
ad hoc projects related to ranging decisions
Understand the US consumer retail environment including distribution points,
market share, competitor ranges and pricing strategies by leveraging
available tools (NPD, GPMT)
Actively own, run and act upon all commercial performance analysis with a
view to review, interpret and continuously evolve plans as required
Act as WE Market expert for the virtual Womens team especially accountable
for inputting into Global BU (Women’s Training) and Women’s CTC where
required
Be the expert in understanding the needs, product trends, shopping
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Qualifications for CTC manager

An Associates Degree in business administration or related field or greater
than 10 years experience in a medical setting
5 or more years experience in a medical setting with some supervisory
experience
Must have experience with spreadsheets and word processing applications,
excellent organizational/communication skills, and have a basic understanding
of coding
Experience with medical billing and insurance claims a plus
Advance MS Office Suite skills (Microsoft Excel, Access, Power Point)
General Contractor’s (GC) helpful, but not required


